
 

AURO Teak oil No. 102-81 

Oil for garden furniture Bangkirai No. 102-85 

Oil for garden furniture Natural No. 102-92 

Garden furniture cleaner No. 811 

 

Wooden furniture exposed in the garden needs protection 

Rain, sun and daily use can damage the wood. Garden furniture made of wood 

then becomes unattractive or even useless. Protect your garden furniture against 

the influences of the weather and you will be able to enjoy it for many years to 

come.   

 

Protection and beauty for your wood 

Application of AURO Oils for garden furniture and Teak oil creates a water and soil-

resistant surface. The soluble oils in the product are free-breathing and do not 

flake off. Moisture variations are regulated and weather resistance is improved. 

The pigmentation gives the surface a fresh colouring and enhances the natural 

wood tone. 

 

Application 

Suitable substrates for application of these oils are clean, dry, grease-free, ab-

sorbent wood surfaces, which may also have been treated with some oil previous-

ly or show some weathering. We recommend cleaning the garden furniture and 

sanding it lightly before applying the oil product, or sanding the surface lightly 

before each application for multiple applications. This smoothes out any protrud-

ing wood fibres, creating an even surface. After the product has been stirred, the 

oil can be applied to untreated raw wood surfaces with a non-linting cloth or by 

means of an even brushing motion.  
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Only for bright wood 

Colour tones 



 

 

This topic sheet is printed, hence colours may differ from the original 

colour tones. 

Just dip the cloth into the paint. Before the product has dried, after 20-30 minutes 

depending on the ambient temperature, remove extra oil that has not been ab-

sorbed into the surface with a strong, absorbent, non-linting cloth - or rub the oil 

into the wood. After a drying period of approx. 24 hours, ventilating well, a second 

coat, or multiple coats, can be applied with a non-linting cloth. This will intensify 

the colour tone of the wood and enhance its protective effect. Multiple applica-

tions will result in a silky matte surface. A test is recommended before application 

to the whole surface since the effects of the oils - the colour tone and lustre - vary 

from one type of wood to another. 

 

Handling and cleaning of tools 

Products containing drying oils are subject to spontaneous combustion, especial-

ly if the cloths are crumpled. Therefore, all used cloths must be laid out separate-

ly and smoothly and must not be crumpled or piled. When dry, they can be dis-

posed of with household waste or reused. Brushes are best cleaned with AURO 

Orange oil (191), then washed out with Plant soap (411) and water. A proven 

method is to massage AURO Plant soap (411) into brushes, broad brushes, etc. 

and to store the tools in the soap solution until the next use. Then rinse out thor-

oughly with water before use . 

 

Product storage and safety 

As with all paints and coatings, store Garden Furniture and Teak Oil in the original 

packaging in a dry place, closed tightly, cool but protected from frost and out of 

reach of children. Stored in this way, a storage stability period of 24 months is 

guaranteed. As a rule, the products can also be used after this period, but a test 

coat should be applied before using them. As with all paints and varnishes, take 

appropriate protective measures when applying these oil products, in particular to 

ensure sufficient ventilation and skin protection. 

 

 

 

AURO Pflanzenchemie AG  

Alte Frankfurter Str. 211 38122 Braunschweig  

Tel.: +49 531- 281 41 0 | Fax: +49 531- 281 41 61 

export@auro.de | www.auro.com 

Garden furniture cleaner (811) 

The strong cleaning power of the Auro 

Garden furniture cleaner helps you to 

effectively remove unaesthetic soilings 

and greying of garden furniture . 

 

Application 

Remove coarse grime. Add Garden fur-

niture cleaner to warm water and rub 

down the furniture vigorously with a 

cloth, sponge or brush. Wipe off with 

clear water. Recommended dosage in 5 

l of water and average dirtiness: 25 ml. 

Important: Check for compatibility on a 

spot hidden from view. 

 

Practical environment 

protection 

With the use of AURO Garden furniture 

cleaner you contribute to the protec-

tion of the environment in your person-

al sphere. The  

natural ingredi- 

ents of this prod- 

uct do not leave  

any residues. Their  

biological degrada- 

tion is completed  

within 18  days. 
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